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CHAPTER-I 

The Problematic 

[…`Problematic’ as noun came into the vocabulary of Anglo-Saxon theorists 

through Althussar’sFor Marx (1969)…(It means) any complex of beliefs which 

(whatever their implicit or explicit contradictions)hangs together in a self-

supporting unity.] 

Jeremy Hawtharn, A Glossary Of Contemporary 
Literary Theory , Fourth Edition (2000) 

 

 

Sir Stephen (Harold) Spender (1909- ’95) – poet, translator, fiction writer,  

co-editor of Horizonand Encounterand academic – is more hailed as a poet of the  

thirtiesthan as a poet of the century. Generally, he is remembered either for his  

autobiographyWorld Within World or as `the Pylons poet’. It is true that for a 

quarter of a centurycritics neglected him as rather unfashionable owing to his 

ardent but prematurecommitment to and quick loss of faith in communism, to his 

some such crass andnebulous poetic utteranceas “Our program like this, yet 

opposite;/ Death to the killers,bringing light to life” (Not Palaces) as well as to his 

apparently quirky poetic beliefsabout his own vocation as poet. However, a 

balanced rehabilitation of Spender wasattempted by Geoffrey Thurley in 1974. I 

quote Thurley at some length. 

“If Spender is not the most unfashionable poet in the world at 

the present time, it is certainly difficultto think of a more un- 

fashionable one. He is known universally as a poet, and as a 
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Social poet. Yet there are reputable anthologies of middle 

twentieth century verse which exclude him altogether, and in 

the universities he is likely to be scorned. Contempt rather than 

oblivion has been Spender’s lot-contempt for the lapsed fellow- 

traveller, for the vegetated poet, for the confessor who never 

quite came clean [….] Yet Spender was, I believe, Auden’s 

superior as poet, and, […] the most powerful English poet 

of his time […] His poetry assumes greater significance today 

: if we turn to Spender, to David Gascoyne and Dylan Thomas, 

ignoring both the more facile Pylon verse and the more gaseous 

New Apocalypse writing, a different picture of English poetry 

emerges from the Thirties, one that suggests a new future and 

avoids the poverty of New Lines and The Movement […] In 

such a re-casting of a poetic […] tradition, then, a just appraisal 

of Stephen Spender assumes considerable importance.” 

(Thirties Poets: ‘The Auden Group’ : 152-53) 

By and Large, Spender is evaluated as a disillusioned social poet with a 

strong centralizing (i.e. individualizing) tendency. It has also been pointed out that 

the lyric in his poetry is grossly marred by  the propaganda in it. The uncertain 

nature of his poetic voiceis generally related to the uncertainties of the time that 

he sums up in his WorldWithin World in the followingway: 

“[…] We were divided between our literally vocation and an 

urge to save the World from Fascism. We were the Divided 

Generation of Hamlets who found the world out of joint and  

  failed to set it right”        (WWW : 174) 

     

When he is explaining the case of Hamlet, he is probably talking about 

struggle of the modern : 

“We are the spectators of the fluctuations of the drama of the 

inner life of a prince, with the outward circumstances which 

do not merely condition but also have actually become in part 

his inner life.” 

(“The Connecting Imagination”, Saturday Evening post, April 1, 1961 : 23, qtd. In Carter) 
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The binaries of  ‘to be / not to be’ and inner / outer find expressions in 

Spender’s The Destructive Elementand The  Creative Elementas well. For him, 

the word ‘destructive’ signifies the outer world, the circumference, while ‘creative’ 

stands for the inner vision of the poet. These two elements, so to say, produce 

the poet’s crisis.  

It is almost a truism to say that Spender was a poet of crisis. The subtext 

amply supportsthiskind of historicist reading of his poetry. Here isMichael Roberts  

summarising the subtext : 

 

“Those of us who grew up to manhood in the post-war years 

remember how, in that period, it seemed to us there was no 

  finality. We learned to question every impulse until we became 

so self-conscious, so hag-ridden by doubts, indecisions, 

uncertainties that we lost all spontaneity, and, because we 

  learned to a account for the actions of others, we learned neither 

to praise nor blame them. It was not any one thing which 

caused this skepticism : it appeared in various guises – the 

theory of relativity breaking up our neat mechanical world, 

science learning to doubt whether it could approach any 

finality, psychoanalysis discovering how many actions, 

  apparently spontaneous, were rigidly determined; and beyond 

at this a feeling that the middle-class world, the world of the 

nineteenth century, was definitely breaking up, and that it 

would be replaced in the future by a world of 

communismor business.”                                 (Thirties Poets : 13) 

 

What much of traditional criticism has failed to do is that it has not 

attempted a full – length study ofSpender’spoetry viewing him as ‘a poet INcrisis’ 
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rather than ‘a poet OF crisis’. Only professorH.B.Kulkarni, a friend  ofSpender’s 

,has movedalong that line ; but he has sought to resolvethe issues in terms of the 

love –hate ,communism –individualism ,primitivism –progress ,I - Thou, We — 

They binaries –with the inevitable reliance on ‘thesis – antithesis – synthesis’ 

formula.No-one has hitherto attempted an expose of the slippage, the difference, 

the continual decentering of /in Spender’s World Within World . 

Now here is Spender poetically more explicit about his crisis than in the 

seminal poem “Darkness and Light” first anthologized in The Still Centre.This  

poem may well be viewed as a Spenderian  Quest poem or Theory poem ,and 

needs to be quoted in full : 

 
To break out of the chaos of my darkness 

                                     Into a lucid day,is all my will. 

                                     My words like eyes in night, stare to reach 

 A centre for their light :and my acts thrown 

 To distant places by impatient violence 

 Yet lock together to mould a path. 

 Out of my darkness,into a lucid day 

 

 Yet ,equally ,to avoid that lucid day 

 And  to preserve my darkness, is all my will 

 My words like eyes that flinch from light, refuse 

 And shut upon obscurity; my acts 

                                     Cast to their opposites by impatient violence 

                                     Break up the sequent path;they fly 

 On a circumference to avoid the centre. 

 

                                      To break out of my darkness towards the centre 

 Illumines my own weakness,when i fail; 

                                      The iron are of the avoiding journey 

                                      Curves back upon my weakness at the end; 

                                      Whether the faint light spark against my face  
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 Or in the dark my sight hide from my sight, 

 Centre and circumference are both my weakness. 

 

O strange identity of my will and weakness! 

Terrible wave white with the seething word! 

Terrible flight through the revolving darkness! 

Dreaded light that hunts my profile! 

Dreaded light covering me in fears! 

My will behind my weakness silhouettes 

My territories of fear,with a great sun. 

 

 

I grow towards the acceptance of that sun 

Which hews the day from night .the light 

Run from the dark, the dark from light 

Towards a black and white total emptiness 

The world ,my life ,binds the dark and light 

Together ,reconciles and separates  

In lucid day the chaos of my darkness. 

 

The phrase ‘Centre and Circumference’ and its variants echo and re-echo 

across Spender’s poetry ,criticism and auto-biography alike .Here is his 

confession in World Within World: 

“Throughout  these years ,I had always the sense of living on the  

Circumference of a circle at whose centre I could never be”  (www:192) 

 

And here are some excerpts from his The Struggle Of The Modern: 

 

“Every poet begins again from the beginning that is himself, 

andoutside experience meets in the centre that is his unique  

sensibility”        (P.54) 

 

“Itsextremely important ,Ithink ,to insist that the poetic 

Imagination in centripetal, a bringing together of experiences 
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froma circumference which could theoretically be enlarged to 

includeall pasts and presents […..]     (P.55) 

 

“While ,from the outside, the centre of consciousness is acted 

uponby impressions attacking it from the circumference of the  

environment,reaching into the whole world ,it also contains 

withinitself another universality  […..]”     (P.117) 

 

 And to turn to his poetry ,here are some  snatches: 

 
   “Leave your gardens, your singing feasts, 

   Your dreams of suns circling before our sun, 

   Of heaven after our world 

   Instead ,watch images of flashing brass 

   That strike the outward sense,the polished will…” (Poems:1933:56) 

 

[This is one of the earliest intimations of what he later calls “that margin of 

freedom which no system can deny where there is room always for pure states of 

being”.(“insidethe cage” in The Making Of A Poem,1955)]Six years later, the 

fugue returns: 

   “Shuttered by dark at the still centre 

   Of  the world’s circular terror, 

   […] where love at-last finds peace 

   Released from the will’s error” (The Still Centre :1939:85) 

 

The poem “ At The Edge Of Being”(1928) begins thus : 

   “Never being ,but always at the edge of Being  

   Though the spirit lean outward  for seeing”. 

 

 For thenext twenty years the phrase ‘edge of Being ‘ haunted him until 

it became the title for his volume of poems published in 1949.These illustrations, I 

believe make it clear that ’centre and circumference’ might be re-read as 
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disseminating topos and trope in Spender’s poetry. It is important to remember 

that ’Metaphor is not only Spender’s most natural mode of expression ;it is partof 

his conceptualapparatus-everything isseen in terms of 

somethingelse”(Thurley).The proposedwork thus intends to explore the 

problematic of the Spenderian ‘centreand circumference’ traceable in his poetry 

right from the ‘romantic gropings” (G.S Fraser’s phrase)of his early poems though 

The still Centre (1939),Ruins and Visions(1942),Poems of Dedication(1947),The 

Edge Of Being(1949),to Selected Poems(1965),TheGenerous Days(1971) 

and,ultimately to,Collected Poems(1985) and Dolphins(1994).I hope at a time 

when ‘decentering’ has almost become a neo-canonical tool for firing the old(er) 

canon(s),the kind of study I have ventured to undertake will be neither 

superfluousnor trite.In supportof my claim I would just quote a few words from 

Ronald Carter’s introduction to the Cashbook on the Thirties Poets: 

   “[…] each member of the Auden group responded to the various  

   voicesheard in the Thirties in his own unique and individual 

way. It is not surprising that paradoxes and tensionsemerge 

which are not easily explained . A start has beenmade , 

but in certain areas some of the critical tools required 

 […] have still to be developed.The poetry of the thirties is very  

much a fertile ground for further exploration”. 

       (Thirties Poets: ’The Auden Group”:1984)     

  The specific aim of this study is to revisit the putative world within 

world that Spender has sought to construct in his poetry. In critiquing his 

ideographic structure of the Centre and the Circumference, the three models to 

be deployed are:  

A) The Concentric Circle Model 

B)The Venn Diagram Model 
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[A (mathematical) diagram representing sets as circles,with their relationships to 

each other expressed through their overlapping positions,so that all possible 

relationships between the sets are shown.] 

C)The Helical(or ‘decentric’) Model. 

It will be seen whether (B)profitably critiques(A) and whether (C),in turn,  

interrogates both(A) and(B),in our re-reading of Spender’s poetry. 

  The praxis of the models can be illustrated with references to the 

key-poem “Darkness and Light”.The poet understands the tenor of his life in 

terms of the metaphor of centre-and-circumference relationship which suggests 

both centripetality and centrifugality,or for that matter,reality and illusion,truth and 

desire .It suggests both an urge toward the centre which is light /truth and an 

uncontrollable move along awide(and wider) circumference which is the realm of 

desire:``Centreand circumference are both my weakness”. 

  It seems that the poet sums up hislife’s journey in terms of this 

unbreakable dialectic. This picture of concentricism implies an  unchanging, still 

centre, given once and for all, and what only changes or moves is the 

circumference in ever-wideningcircles.In this case,the move towards truth means 

a move towards the centrewithin.This wasreally for a long time the philosophical 

mode of conceptualizing the problematic of being and meaningin terms of the 

trope of still centre and widening circumference, metaphor andmetonymy.The 

Venn diagram model can be deployed to show a variant of essentialism of 

foundationalism which speaks of the “Divided Worlds”  
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of a “Divided Generation” without acknowledging the problematic of the 

overlapping area and often seeking stabilization in It.The helical model duly 

interrogates these modes in that it de-ciphers in the Spenderian ‘centre’ a “point 

at which the substitution of contents ,elements, orforms is no longer 

possible,”“which while governing the structure, escapes structurality” and offers 

“a fundamental immobility and a reassuring certitude”, on the basis of which 

“anxiety can be mastered, for anxiety is invariably the result of a certain mode of 

being implicated in the game, of being caught by the game, of being as it were at 

stake in the game from the outset” (Derrida : Writing and Difference : 1978). At 

the pragmatic level, the Spenderian anxiety finds fine expression in the first two 

pages of World Within World: 

 “I grew up in an atmosphere of belief in progress curiously 

mingled with apprehension. Through books we read at school, 

through the Liberal views of my family, it seemed that I had 

been born on to a fortunate promontory of time towards which 

all times led. [..] Yet there was also, paradoxically, a 

feeling that the best times were over. This was not stated in 

history books, but it was conveyed by the tone of existence 

surrounding me.” 

 

 The conceptualizationof the relation of being and meaning in terms of  

metaphysics of presence has been thoroughly rethought and reworked on two 

grounds : first, it belies the process at work that shapes the relation between 

being and meaning;secondly ,it causes Angst by creating a sense of rupture 

between the` given ‘ meaning  and the outward proliferation of being. Post-

structuralist thought in general andDerrida in particular viewsthe scenario 

differently through the concept of difference. The supposed centre cannot know 

itself outside the system of difference and cannotescape the logicof displacement 
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and substitution through a carrier of endless slippage. Subservience to a ‘given’ 

centre is gone. The scenario of the relation between  

being and  meaning is now envisaged in terms of production (creativity) of ever – 

increasing, concatenated centre – and – circumferences. In fact, as Derrida has 

it, the centre thus conceived has  “always already been exiled from itself into its 

nonsubstitute” so that “the centre could not be thought in the form of a present 

being, that the centre had no natural site, that it was not a fixed focus but a 

function, a sort of nonlocus in which an infinite number of sign-substitutions came 

into play” (Ibid).Indeed, this isthe moment when language enters and in the 

absence of a centre or origin, everything becomes discourse, “a system in which 

the central signified, the original or transcendental signified, is never absolutely 

present outside a system of differences. The absence of the transcendental 

signified extends the domain and the play of significationinfinitely” (Ibid) 

 Along an existential axis the shifting centres are the points/ cross 

sections wherebeing and meaning meet through projects that being takes (or, 

cannot but take), inits life of creativity. If this conceptualization is valid generally, it 

can also help articulate the problematic of Spenderian ‘centre and 

circumference.’ 

 Book length works on Spender’s poetry are rather small in number, 

and one hasto rely mainly on the articles, reviews and chapters on him in the 

books on the thirties poets in particular and modern British poetry in general. 

 Anyway, it transpires from H.B. Kulkarni’s Stephen Spender : Works 

and Criticism; An Annotated Bibliography (1976)  that the problematic of 

Spender’s ‘Centre and Circumference’ has not received a detailed, systematic 
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and analytic attention from the Spender critics. The position remains the same 

during the last thirty years or so althoughThirties Poets : ‘The Auden Group’ (ed. 

Ronald Carter :1984) envisages a renewed interest in Spender’s poetry. 

 Meanwhile, the nineties and the turn of the century have seen three 

important books on Stephen Spender, probably belying the detractors’ claim that 

he is a minor figure of the last century. These are : David Hugh’s Stephen 

Spender : A portrait with background (1992), David Leeming’s Stephen Spender : 

A Life in Modernism (1999),  

and John Shutherland’s Stephen Spender : The Authorized Biography (2004) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


